Submission Criteria for *MaComère*:

*MaComère* is a refereed journal that is devoted to scholarly studies and creative works by and about Caribbean women in the region and the diaspora. It is a journal of the Association of Caribbean Women Writers and Scholars (ACWWS), an international organization founded in 1995. *MaComère* is published once per year in the fall. The webpage for *MaComère* is www.macomerejournal.com.

Submissions of critical articles, creative writing, interviews, and book reviews in English, as well as in Spanish, French and Dutch, are invited. Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate—on disc formatted in WordPerfect 6.1 (or higher) or Word 6.0 (or higher) and in two hard copies sent in the mail. Authors should submit no more than 5 poems and/or 2 samples of prose fiction at any one time. Critical articles should not exceed 7,000 words and book reviews should be approximately 1,000 to 1,500 words in length. Authors should follow the *most recent* edition of the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*. All articles are refereed blind by at least two readers; consequently, the name(s) of the author(s) should appear *only* on a separate title page, which should also include the title(s) of work(s) submitted, street address, telephone, fax and email information and a brief biographical statement of no more than 50 words. A self-addressed envelope (SAE) with loose postage adequate for a letter notifying authors of our publication decision must be included with each submission. The journal does not accept unsolicited material that has been previously published. The editors reserve the right to amend phrasing and punctuation in articles and reviews accepted for publication.

All submissions and editorial correspondence should be sent to Hyacinth M. Simpson, Editor, *MaComère*, Department of English, Ryerson University, 350 Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5B 2K3; telephone: 416-979-5000 ext. 6148; fax: 416-979-5110; e-mail: macomere@macomerejournal.com.

Subscription rates for *MaComère* (including postage for regular mail): Individual: USD $25 per issue and USD $18 per back issue (Volumes 1-5); Institutional: USD $35 per issue, USD $25 per back issue, USD $140 for 4-year subscription (beginning with Volume 6), and USD $130 for back issue bundle (1998-2002); members of ACWWS receive a single issue of *MaComère* with their yearly membership.

The editors do not assume responsibility for loss or damage to materials submitted. Nor do the editors, staff, or financial supporters assume any legal responsibility for materials published in the journal. Opinions expressed in contributions are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the editors, staff, and the journal’s financial supporters.

*MaComère*’s Founding Editor: Jacqueline Brice-Finch
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